
 
 

Corro Pump® has been established in South Africa since 
1985. The core business of the company is the design, 

manufacture and marketing of corrosion resistant pumps. 
In 1988 the decision was taken to relocate to larger 
premises in Vanderbijlpark, where there is a high 

concentration of company’s manufacturing and using 
aggressive chemicals. 
 

By the end of 1993 our manufacturing records indicated that there were some 878 
Corro pumps working throughout South Africa. In 1994 we commenced with exporting 

to New Zealand and Australia, such was the demand 
for Corro Pumps.  
 

In 1994 vertical spindle pumps were added to our 
existing Horizontal pump range. By 1995 we were 

starting to receive enquiries for much larger pumps 
than we could manufacture with our existing 
equipment and it was therefore decided to build a new 

factory and install larger ovens, overhead cranes, 
mixers etc. 
 

The new Corro pump® factory shown in 
the picture on the right was built and occupied early in 

1996. This larger facility now enabled us to build a new 
larger range of pumps capable of delivering flow rates 

of up to 7003/hr and since then Corro pumps has 
added another model which now increases the flow rate 
capability to 1000m3/hr. 
 

During 1996 a new model range called the “Mark II”  
was designed and built to improve on and supersede 

the old “Mark I” design. 
 

This new Mark II design was built to target the 
overseas market where a standard electric motor can 
be used with our Close coupled pump configuration 

whereby no modification to the electric motor is required. (See picture on right) 
The Corro pump® range consists of more than 30 Horizontal close coupled and long 

coupled pump models. The Vertical spindle range of Corro pumps® also exceed 30 
models with various spindle lengths. (see picture on right) 



 
 

 

 

  

Corro pumps have since their inception in 1985 been marketed extensively 
throughout South Africa, Africa and more recently Asia, Australia, New Zealand and 

Norway. Corro pumps are well received by process engineers and are utilized at Gold 
mining plants, Uranium plants and Solvent extraction plants where various chemicals 
need to be pumped. 

In our quest for pumping excellence Corro pumps have an inclusive range of pumps 
available for transferring different fluids such as solvents, seawater, effluents, light 

acidic slurries and waste products. It should also be noted that Corro Pumps are 
designed to be highly efficient, thereby utilizing minimal energy to optimize power 
required. 

To date Corro pumps have manufactured well in excess of 5000 Corro pumps which 
are utilized in all types of industry and as a 100% South African manufactured 

product we hope you may consider Corro Pump Manufacturing for your Pump utilities 
in the future. 
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